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Provisioning guide eso

Home » Crafting and Professions » Providing is the cooking profession at Elder Scrolls Online. The provide can cook food and drinks provided by enthusiasts that last anywhere between 30 minutes and 2 hours in ESO. As Patch 1.0.4, it is providing enthusiasts with persisting through deaths, as well as
Mundus Stone enthusiasts. It's unclear whether it's intended or not. You can only have one booking consumer enthusiast active at a time. This guide is still ongoing, but for now it will serve as a source of general information on provision. Providing Tips Everyone can work on providing them with skills if
they have the required providing recipes and ingredients. If you want to prepare food or drinks, you need to be cooking a fire. These can be found in most inns and cities, but also in the world in bandit camps and so on. The main source of ingredients for providing are various containers found in Tamriel
and its cities, such as barrels, crates, and produce bins.  For this reason, you should loot every container you can get your hands on. Allowing auto-loot from setting up the game helps a lot with that. Leveling provisioning will be very easy if you collect all the ingredients you can find. The only drawback is
that your inventory or bank space will be stretched. It is good to remember that in ESO, you can store your ingredients or materials in the pot and still be able to use it at a craft station, in this case cooking fire. This allows you to keep your stash of ingredients permanently in the bank, taking no space out of
your personal inventory. Providing Recipes Providing recipes are found in containers such as chests of drawers, bedside tables, cabinets and suitcases. They also drop like prey from enemies. The recipes you can get from containers depend on your character's level and the alliance you're playing in. The
best way to get delivery recipes is to find a building with as many chests of drawers, bedside tables, cupboards and suitcases as possible, and then looting it over and over again. Container loot is an instance, so you can log off and log back in to recover the containers. Many of the recipes for delivery are
alliance-specific. This means that you can only get these recipes from the relevant Alliance zones. Many of these components also decrease only in specific alliance zones. However, you can bank recipes and then learn on another character in another alliance. For a full list of recipes to provide in ESO,
please refer to our master list of recipes for delivery. You may also be interested in our provisioning folders guide. Providing recipe types and enthusiasts you can cook food and brew drinks. There are three types of both. Food Type Basic Effect Grilled Increase Max Endurance Bread &amp; Cakes
Increase max Health Soup and Stew Increase max Magicka Drink Type Basic Effect Beer Increase Health Recovery Spirits Increase Recovery Wine Increase Magicka Recovery Effects of every type of food/drink, it's not black and white, but is accurate for low delivery ranks. Later in the game you will be
able to cook breads and cakes that increase all health, endurance and magicka instead of just health, for example. Providing Skill Line Provisioning Skill Line gives a number of bonuses to provide. Some of these skills are vital to be upfront as a chef. Recipe Quality allows the player to use better quality
recipes, which will naturally bring higher quality food and beverages. The casual provisioner will be fine without investing skill points in this passive, but if you want to get the most out of cooking, you'll want to check out that skill. Recipe improvement increases the level of food and drink that you can craft.
By default, you'll be able to craft food and drink up to level 19. In order to craft a higher level of food or drink, it's passive you need to invest skill points in in order to create the highest level of food/drink, you are required to use five skill points on this passive yourself. Gourmand is a useful passive because
it increases the duration of food enthusiasts. This simply means that you need to consume less food to maintain 100% uptime on your food enthusiasts. The connoisseur works just as Gourmand does, except that it affects the duration of drinks enthusiasts instead of food. Chef is a very nice passive skill
to have for providing. It creates up to three additional servings of any recipe for food. Even if there are a number of food ingredients in the ESO, this passive on its own means that you have to find three times fewer ingredients to create the same amount of food as you would without it. Brewer does to
drink what Chef passively does with food – it allows you to create up to three additional servings of drinks from one drink recipe. Hireling simply sends food and drink ingredients every day. The value of this passive depends largely on how much time you have in your hands. The less time you can spend
in the game, the more valuable this passive becomes. Providing Skills Passive Recipe Quality (1/3) Allows the use of green/blue/purple quality recipes. Passive recipe improvement (1/6) Allows creating recipes up to level X. Passive Gourmand (0/3) Adds 5 minutes for the duration of any meal. Passive
connoisseur (0/3) Adds 5 minutes for the duration of any drink consumed. Passive Chef (0/3) Creates 1 additional serving for each recipe attempt. Passive Brewer (0/3) Creates 1 additional serving for each drink the recipe tried. Passive Hireling (0/3) Hire sends you food or drink ingredients every day.
Welcome to the Service Delivery Guide. Providing is an important part of the game, and it will save you a lot of money once you level, because the duration of food, beverages and exp drinks will increase by a huge margin. The level is as fast as possible with this Providing Guide.Overview:Inspiration
(Crafting Experience)All crafting skill lines are balanced through Profit Inspiration, which is a crafted experience. Inspirational gain cannot be enhanced with Ambrosia Drinks, Crown Experience Scrolls or other experience boosting methods. There are only two ways to increase inspiration gain:10% ESO
Plus Membership20% Inspiration Boost Champion Point Passive (earned spending 30 CP in the Tower CP tree, so you must have 90 CP)How to balance providingOnce you have collected all the necessary materials, it will only take about 10 minutes to get the provision from level 1 to level 50. Now here
you can see what you need to do. It's pretty simple, but you need to make sure you have all the necessary materials and recipes. You can see in the list below what kind of recipes you should look out for once you find the recipe, it will show what ingredients you need to craft a meal/drink.1. Craft Level 15
Food/Drink until you get providing level 20.Spend skill point in Recipe Improvement Passive2. Craft Level 25 Food/Drink until you get providing level 30.Spend skill point in recipe improvement Passive3. Craft Level 35 Food/Drink until you get providing level 40.Spend skill point in recipe improvement
Passive4. Craft Level 45 Food/Drink until you reach the security level 50.You will need:3 Skill Points (+ 2 more unlock CP160 recipes and another 3 unlock up to gold quality food/beverages once, you get level 50 from skill line)1 Level 15 Recipe + 74 (or 95/80/87) from each folder1 Level 25 Recipe + 60
(or 77/64/70) from each ingredient1 Level 35 Recipe + 71 (or 92/77/84) of each ingredient1 Level 45 Recipe + 98 (or 127/106/115) of each ingredient Do not luck, These recipes can not be found for sale in NPC taverns, you will need to buy them in Guild Stores or farm them. They're not expensive
though. These recipes require two ingredients each. Recipes to compensate for the provisionhere you will find a list of drinks / foods that you can buy to successfully about the level of provision. Guild shops are usually full of these recipes, they are very cheap and should be easy to find once you get the
hang of it. On a PC you can use addons like Awesome Guildstore to find recipes faster. Green, blue and purple give the same inspiration experience. Be sure to use green recipes just because they require far fewer ingredients. You don't need all these recipes, one for each rank is enough to take you to
the next rank. Level 15 Recipes to Look for: Beverages: Gingerose TeaGreen Scourgut TeaIsinmate InfusionKelp KavehOld Clear-Eye WhiskeyRed HippocrasSourflower TeaSweetberry TonicTawny PortFood: Balmora Cabbage BiscuitsDeshaan Mead Hors D'OuevreFried Green TomatoesPan-Fried
TroutPort Cheese FriesRabbit Milid PilafSpicy Repa SaladStir-Fried Garlic BeefStuffed Grape LeavesSurs Crafts unlock the next level of recipes:74 - S ESO + and CP passive 96 - No bonus 80 - S CP bonus only 87 - S ESO + bonus only Cloelius Maluginensis, Supply Sergeant Main Article: Books
(Online) Basic Provisioning Guide is a book in Elder Scrolls Online. Locations [edit | edit source] Found randomly some cooking fires in major cities. Content [edit | edit source] Basic provisioning Guide Cloelius Maluginensis Delivery Sergeant, Seventh Legion In my twenties as captain of supplies for the
Seventh Imperial, I learned one absolute truth: providing them the same whether feeding myself or the entire army. According to Magus-General Septima Tharn's request, I will share what I know to help provide a less accomplished legion. Step 1: Get ingredients When you're in the area, your backpack is
the only pantry your soldiers can rely on. Requisition everything you can find - every barrel, chest, or bag of grain should contribute to your cause. As an imperial soldier you have the right to a requisition as much as you want, but use discretion. A citizen with an empty larder will have long memories of
imperial imposition. One handful, scoop, or item from each barrel, chest, or bag is my simple rule. Step 2: Get Recipes Never forget that you're a provisioner, not a chef. You don't cook personal meals for the Duchess of Cheydinhal. It doesn't matter how the food tastes as long as it feeds your cohort. You
want recipes that are quick, easy and best made in bulk. Take grilled capons, a dish that requires Capon Meat and drips. It doesn't matter that you know the ingredients you want - without the right recipe, they're just raw meat and fat. Locals always have their own ways to prepare local ingredients, so be
vigilant for recipes while requisitioning supplies. Step 3: Cook, Cook, Cook Once you've learned the recipe, put these ingredients into cooking fire. Then we'll cook them. You're not going to burn food. Don't forget to serve your cohort as much as you need. Scouts and skirmishes need a roast goat. The
mages in your cohort are best fed capon noodle soup. Infantry can always use trotter pie. Never forget that hot food can make the difference between life and death. Appendix: Brewing On The Go I've heard enough questions about cooking to justify my own section. I recommend you never have more
than a bank of fine beer with me. Your cohort will know that it's a price for those who actually characterize it. Yet sometimes a cohort needs liquid courage, such as before a battle or tour review. That's when I cook a terrible swill of local recipes, both shock soldiers into a state of confident readiness and
keep them from growing like things. Step 1 and step 2 are identical to similar cooking steps. for the third? Step 3: Brew, Brew Brew Once you have learned the recipe to put these ingredients into cooking fire. Then we cook them. Don't spoil the drinking. I often present excess brew to the locals who
donated the ingredients in the first place. This is not imperial requisition policy, but I am helping my cohort stay in their future graces if we suffer retreat as a result of acts of less disparasive legions. Appearances [edit | edit source] This book was taken from The Elder Scrolls video game series or from a
website created and owned by ZeniMax Online Studios, copyrighted by ZeniMax Online Studios. All trademarks and registered trademarks present in the image are the property of ZeniMax Online Studios, the inclusion of which implys no affiliation to The Elder Scrolls Wiki. It is assumed that the use of
such images falls under the doctrine of fair use of copyright. Law.
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